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Abstract
The study aims to evaluate the long-term efficiency of the procedure and stability of the peri-implant bone formed following implant placement without grafting into resorbed posterior maxilla.
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ABSTRACT

Background: Little is known about the long-term outcome of implants placed in the atrophic maxilla using osteotome sinus floor elevation (OSFE) without grafting.

Purpose: The study aims to evaluate the long-term efficiency of the procedure and stability of the peri-implant bone formed following implant placement without grafting into resorbed posterior maxilla.

Materials and Methods: Twenty-five implants (≤10 mm in length) were placed in 17 patients using OSFE without grafting. The mean residual bone height was 5.4 ± 2.3 mm. Bone levels were evaluated at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years using periapical radiographs.

Results: Fifteen patients (23 implants) participated in the 10-year examination. All implants fulfilled the survival criteria. Following surgery, the implant sites gained endo-sinus bone (mean: 3.0 ± 1.4 mm). The mean crestal bone loss (CBL) was limited to 1.0 ± 0.9 mm. The difference in mean endo-sinus bone gain and CBL was statistically significant between 1 and 10 years, but not between 3 and 5, 3 and 10, and 5 and 10 years.

Conclusions: At 10 years, the implant survival rate was 100%. Endo-sinus bone was mainly gained during the first year. This study demonstrates the long-term predictability of OSFE without grafting and simultaneous implant placement.
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INTRODUCTION

Implant rehabilitation of the edentulous posterior maxilla is a challenging procedure. After tooth loss, alveolar bone resorption and pneumatization of the maxillary sinus occur. Consequently, the residual bone height (RBH) available for implant anchorage is reduced; in the majority of edentulous maxillary molar sites, the RBH is <7 mm. In the atrophic posterior maxilla, sinus grafting is an efficient procedure for implant-supported restoration. To increase bone height in this area, sinus elevation is often performed using lateral window access and bone graft insertion. A healing period of 4–12 months before implant placement allows de novo bone formation. This step prolongs the treatment time and increases the risk of morbidity when autogenous bone is used. The lateral approach, or sinus-lift, with textured implant placement has a success rate of up to 98.3% after 3 years.

Osteotome sinus floor elevation (OSFE) is a simple and reliable approach to rehabilitation of the edentulous atrophic posterior maxilla. In most patients, a single surgical procedure is required to locally augment the posterior maxilla via crestal access and simultaneously place the implant. OSFE is less invasive and faster than the sinus-lift technique. Use of this procedure and placement of short implants minimize the need for extensive elevation of the sinus membrane and large volumes of...
graft material. Although 10-mm implants are most frequently inserted, 8- and 6-mm implants can also be used. OSFE yields predictable results, with success rates of at least 95%. Grafting is not a prerequisite for bone formation in the atrophic maxilla because of the potential for healing and bone formation beneath the sinus membrane. No significant differences in survival or success rates have been found whether grafting material is used or not. Overall implant survival rates can reach 95% using OSFE without grafting and simultaneous implant insertion when assessed after 1, 3, 15, 17, 20 and 5 years. Antonaya-Mira and colleagues compiled the outcomes of 1,250 implants placed in 751 patients using osteotome technique: in this study, 16.9% of the implants were placed without grafting material.

There is a paucity of prospective studies reporting the long-term (>5 years) outcomes of implants placed in the atrophic maxilla using the OSFE technique. Misch and colleagues compiled data on 757 implants placed using a standardized surgical protocol in an adequate volume of native bone in the posterior maxilla; they calculated a 10-year implant survival rate of 99.3%. Recently, Schmitt and colleagues reported the 10-year outcomes of implants placed in the very atrophic maxillae of 127 patients (mean RBH: 2.7 mm) using lateral sinus floor elevation and/or onlay bone grafting. The implant survival rate was 94.48%, with minimal change in vertical bone resorption. Ferrigno and colleagues reported a cumulative implant survival rate of 94.8%, after an observation period of up to 12 years, for 588 implants placed in 323 patients with OSFE and immediate implant placement.

In a follow-up of up to 5 years, the reliability of OSFE without grafting material was reported for 25 implants placed simultaneously to a sinus elevation procedure in 17 patients. The 5-year implant survival rate was 100%. The clinical performance of the implants over 10 years and peri-implant bone level measurements are documented for the same sample of patients in this study. The true 10-year implant survival rate is presented rather than the estimated cumulative rates often reported in the literature. This is the first prospective study to report the results of OSFE without grafting after 10 years. This 10-year follow-up report has two aims: firstly, to document the long-term outcomes of implants placed in the atrophic posterior maxilla using OSFE without grafting, and secondly, to measure and analyze bone levels around these implants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Committee

The 10-year follow-up protocol was approved by the ethics committee for human research of Vaud (Switzerland) under protocol reference number 393/12. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Patients were eligible for inclusion in this study if:

- they required implant treatment in the posterior maxilla (sites 14–17, 24–27);
- the OSFE procedure was performed without grafting material;
- 10-mm-long implants were used, and shorter implants (6 and 8 mm) were inserted only in cases of sinus membrane perforation;
- the RBH between the crest and the sinus floor, measured on panoramic radiograph at each implant site, was ≤8 mm;
- over 1 mm of bone was present on the mesial and distal sides to ensure implant stability;
- the implant penetrated at least 2 mm into the sinus on the mesial or distal implant sides; and
- they did not wear a removable partial denture during the healing period.

Patient exclusion criteria were:

- medical history of acute or chronic sinusitis;
- active periodontal disease, diabetes and metabolic bone disease; and
- no primary implant stability;

Between April and December 2003, 17 patients (14 women and 3 men) were enrolled; their mean age was 54.2 ± 9.6 years (range 38–69 years).

Surgical and Prosthetic Procedures

Details of procedures have been described in a previous study. OSFE without grafting was undertaken using standard endosseous dental implants (Standard/2.8 mm collar and Standard Plus/1.8 mm collar/SLA; Ø 4.1/Ø 4.8 × 10 mm; Straumann AG, Basel, Switzerland). A midcrestal incision was performed for flap elevation without a vertical or periosteal release incision. To gain
access to the sinus floor, cortical bone perforation was performed using round burs of increasing diameter (Ø 1.4–3.1 mm). In Type II bone, drilling up to 1 mm away from the floor was continued with Ø 2.1, 2.8, and 3.5 mm drills until final preparation. In Types III and IV bone, osteotomes (Straumann AG) were used instead of drills. In all bone types, a Ø 2.8 mm sinus floor elevation osteotome (Straumann AG) was used. Light tapping with a mallet carefully imploded the sinus floor into the sinus cavity, elevating the Schneiderian membrane. The osteotomy was subsequently enlarged with a Ø 3.5 mm sinus floor elevation osteotome (Straumann AG) and the integrity of the membrane was controlled with an undersized Ø 2.1 mm depth gauge. Implants were placed without tapping. Twenty-one implants were 10-mm long; because membrane perforation occurred at four sites, three 8-mm-long implants and one 6-mm-long implant were placed.

At placement, all implants showed primary stability. Stability was achieved by the threads or by placing the implant deeper, resting the flared neck against the crestal bone. Implant was not submerged and the area was maintained prosthesis free. After a mean healing time of 3.1 ± 0.4 months, abutments were tightened with 35 Ncm torque. Sixteen molar and nine premolar sites were rehabilitated with implants supporting four single crowns and 14 fixed partial dentures (FPD) of two to three units. Details related to prostheses are given in Table 1.

Clinical and Radiographic Follow-Up
The study hypothesis was that peri-implant bone formation would occur in the absence of grafting and that bone volume would be stable over at least 10 years.

The implant survival criteria proposed by Buser and colleagues were used:
- the absence of clinically detectable implant mobility;
- the absence of pain or any subjective sensation;
- the absence of recurrent peri-implant infection; and
- the absence of continuous radiolucency around the implant.

Periapical radiographs were taken using the long-cone technique by the same investigator immediately after surgery and at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years; the implant placement radiograph served as the baseline. Radiographic measurements were done by the same investigator, who was not involved in patient selection and surgery. The following parameters were recorded at the mesial and distal sides for each implant, and then averaged:
- peri-implant bone levels;
- protrusion of the implant into the sinus; and
- peri-implant crestal bone levels.

The RBH was accurately measured on periapical radiographs after surgery, at the mesial and distal sides for each implant, and then averaged.

Figure 1 shows details of the landmarks used for radiographic assessments.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) were used to present sinus bone levels, implant protrusion into the sinus and crestal bone levels measured on the mesial and distal implant sides. The nonparametric Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-rank test was used to compare the various radiographic parameters measured at follow-up examinations. The Student’s t-test was used to test the mean RBH, protrusion height, and endo-sinus bone gain (ESBG) between implants placed in nonperforated and perforated sites. The threshold value for statistical significance was set at \( p < .05 \).

RESULTS
The mean RBH was 5.4 ± 2.3 mm; on the mesial side it was 5.7 ± 2.6 mm and 5.1 ± 1.9 mm on the distal side. The difference in bone height between the mesial and the distal sides varied substantially, up to 6 mm (range 2–8 mm).13 Follow-up examinations took place at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years after surgery (Figure 2). All 17 patients (25
implants) completed the scheduled follow-up visits up to the 3-year examination. One patient (one implant) did not attend the 5-year examination, but presented at the 10-year visit. Two patients (two implants) died between the 5- and 10-year examinations. One of the deceased patients had Schneiderian membrane perforated during surgery. Fifteen patients (23 implants) attended the 10-year follow-up examination.

All studied implants were clinically stable at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years. No patient complained of pain and there were no signs of suppuration. At the 10-year visit, five patients reported benign and nonrecurrent sinus-related pathologies during the preceding 5 years; none had undergone Schneiderian membrane perforation during surgery. None of the six implants placed in an RBH of <4 mm failed. One patient (two implants) was successfully treated for peri-implantitis in Year 7. At the 10-year examination, his implants were functional, with a probing depth of <2 mm and no further bone loss. The overall implant survival rate was 100%. At 10 years, all prostheses but one were free of complications. The single complication was a minor fracture of the porcelain veneer. This occurred on the mesio-buccal side of a fixed partial denture of three units.

Figure 2 shows the radiographic follow-up of a patient from implant placement to the 10-year examination. It illustrates the radiographic evolution of sinus demarcation after OSFE without grafting material. Figure 3 reports the ESBG measured for all implants at each follow-up visit. X-ray examination showed that all implants gained endo-sinus bone after implant placement. The ESBG tended to increase for 3 years for most implants, and the increase was more pronounced during the first year. During the last 5 years, 10 sites gained small amounts of endo-sinus bone (+0.4 mm). Table 2 presents the mean values and standard deviation of ESBG, crestal bone loss (CBL), and protrusion length measured after surgery and at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years and the significance of these measurements at these different milestones. Starting from $2.5 \pm 1.2 \text{ mm}$ in the first year, the mean ESBG was $3.1 \pm 1.5 \text{ mm}$ at 3 years, $3.2 \pm 1.3 \text{ mm}$ at 5 years, and $3.0 \pm 1.4 \text{ mm}$ at 10 years. The difference in mean ESBG between 1 and 3, 1 and 5, and 1 and 10 years was statistically significant, but not that between 3 and 5, 3 and 10, and 5 and 10 years. The implant sites that experienced membrane perforation showed a mean ESBG of $3.2 \pm 0.8 \text{ mm}$ after 10 years, consistent with values obtained for implants placed without perforation ($3.0 \pm 1.5 \text{ mm}$).

The mean CBL was $1.2 \pm 0.7 \text{ mm}$ at 1 year and $0.9 \pm 0.8 \text{ mm}$ at 3 years. The 5-year examination showed that this parameter stabilized to $0.8 \pm 0.8 \text{ mm}$. It increased slightly for 11 implants (+0.6 mm) between 5 and 10 years, and reached $1.0 \pm 0.9 \text{ mm}$ at 10 years (range 0–2.9 mm). Four implant sides exhibited a CBL of >2 mm. The difference in mean CBL between 1 and 3, 1 and 5, and 1 and 10 years was statistically significant, but not that between 3 and 5, 3 and 10, and 5 and 10 years.

The mean implant protrusion length was $1.9 \pm 1.2 \text{ mm}$ at the 10-year examination. The apex of three implants became completely embedded in bone on at least one side and ceased to protrude into the sinus. The mean bone height around the implants was $7.5 \pm 1.6 \text{ mm}$ (range 3.2–10 mm) after 10 years.

Membrane perforation occurred at four sites during surgery. Therefore, three 8-mm-long implants and one 6-mm-long implant were placed. The mean RBH at
these four sites were $3.0 \pm 1.3$ mm while it was $5.8 \pm 2.1$ mm at the nonperforated sites ($p = .006$). The differences in mean protrusion height and ESBG around implants placed in nonperforated and perforated sites were not statistically significant ($p > .05$; Table 3).

**DISCUSSION**

This clinical study presents the 10-year follow-up of a crestal approach for sinus augmentation without grafting material. Implants were placed in a mean RBH of $5.4 \pm 2.3$ mm simultaneously to OSFE surgery. They were prosthetically rehabilitated after a mean healing time of $3.1 \pm 0.4$ months. The results showed a 100% implant survival rate for up to 10 years. During this follow-up period, one case of peri-implantitis was successfully treated and only one minor prosthetic complication occurred on a fixed partial prosthesis. The literature indicates that, following use of this technique, the prognosis may be more favorable when the RBH is at least 5 mm. For implants placed without grafting material, implant survival was 94.2% and 97.2% with residual ridge heights of $<5$ mm ($n = 241$) and $\geq 5$ mm ($n = 1151$), respectively. When the RBH is less than 4 mm, the survival rate is adversely influenced and may decrease to 85.7% with grafting material.

Perforation of the sinus mucosa during implant placement to optimize implant anchorage does not lead to consequential sinus pathologies, such as sinusitis. In this study, none of the patients who complained of sinus-related pathologies during the 10-year follow-up period had been affected by Schneiderian membrane perforation during surgery. Use of the procedure without grafting material avoided all complications resulting from the presence of graft particles in the

---

**Figure 2** Radiographic evolution of sinus demarcation after the osteotome sinus floor elevation procedure without grafting material. Radiographs taken: (A) before implant placement; (B) immediately after implant placement; (C) at 1 year; (D) at 3 years; (E) at 5 years; and (F) at 10 years.
Figure 3  Endo-sinus bone gain (mean of distal and mesial sides, mm) around each implant (patient/site) measured at 1, 3, 5, and 10 years. The Schneiderian membrane of the patients 5 (site 16), 10 (site 25), 14 (site 16), and 16 (site 26) have been perforated during surgery.

| TABLE 2 Endo-Sinus Bone Gain, Crestal Bone Loss, and Protrusion Length (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Measured from Radiographies Taken After Surgery and at 1, 3, 5, and 10 Years |
|---------------------------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Endo-Sinus Bone Gain           | Crestal Bone Loss | Protrusion       |
| Control                        | —               | 4.9 ± 1.9 mm    |
| Post surgery                   | —               | 2.2 ± 1.0 mm    |
| Year 1                         | 2.5 ± 1.2 mm    | 1.2 ± 0.7 mm    |
| Year 3                         | 3.1 ± 1.5 mm    | 0.9 ± 0.8 mm    |
| Year 5                         | 3.2 ± 1.3 mm    | 0.8 ± 0.8 mm    |
| Year 10                        | 3.0 ± 1.4 mm    | 1.0 ± 0.9 mm    |

*p* Values express the significance of the difference in results between follow-up examinations.
sinus cavity. Perforation of Schneiderian membrane occurred in the sites with lower RBH. It may not affect the long-term survival rate of implants placed using OSFE without grafting material. When membrane perforation was diagnosed, shorter implants (≤8 mm in length) were inserted to avoid excessive protrusion of the implant into the sinus cavity. The shorter implants exhibited the same favorable prognosis as the 10-mm-long implants over 10 years. The protrusion height and the ESBG measured around short implants placed in perforated sites are equivalent to those measured around 10-mm implants placed in nonperforated sites.

This study addressed the capacity of bone to form beneath the Schneiderian membrane after its elevation without grafting. Despite the lack of grafting, endo-sinus bone was gained around all implants. The elevation of the Schneiderian membrane into the sinus creates a space in which de novo bone is formed. Endo-sinus bone was mainly gained during the first 3 years and seemed to stabilize over time. The mean increase in bone height around the implants was 3.0 ± 1.2 mm at 10 years. This is consistent with data reported in a review of the literature. Antonaya-Mira and colleagues reviewed 10 articles and reported on 1,215 implants placed using OSFE with and without grafting material. Overall bone gain ranged from 2.28 to 5.55 mm after 0.5–12 years. Sul and colleagues investigated the outcome of implants protruding 4 mm into the sinuses of dogs without grafting material. The authors reported partial coverage of bone, with ESBG ranging from 2.5 to 3.6 mm (mean: 3.3 mm).

It is established that bone must be present both around the implant (at least 10 mm in length) and above its apex to guarantee long-term success. Following a sinus elevation procedure, it is believed that the implant apex should be covered by a bony graft. In this study, however, the implant apaxes were not embedded in bone. The mean protrusion length was 1.9 ± 1.2 mm and the total bone anchorage reached a mean value of 7.5 mm over 10 years.

It has been shown that ESBG surrounding implants placed using OSFE with grafting was significantly higher than that surrounding implants placed using OSFE without grafting after 6 months and 1 year. However, when grafting material was used, resorption of the augmented bony volume occurred over time. In regions augmented with autologous bone, significant shrinkage occurred during the first 12 months (19.27%) and the total vertical bone loss reached 28.14% after 10 years.

In a randomized clinical trial, the radiographic outcomes of implants placed using OSFE with and without grafting showed no significant differences after 3 years of observation because of notable shrinkage of the graft. ESBG reached 3 mm for both groups.

A recent animal study reported the percentage of bone-implant contact and bone density for implants placed using OSFE with and without grafting. After 24 weeks, these values were higher for implants placed without grafting; the histological results were identical for both groups of implants. OSFE without grafting provides good stability in terms of endo-sinus bone levels.

Based on previous long-term studies, a mean CBL of 0.9–1.6 mm can occur during the first year of function and of 0.2 mm annually thereafter. In this study, most CBL measurements were <2 mm at 10 years and the mean value was 1.0 mm. The CBL was limited and no significant difference was found between the 3-, 5-, and 10-year measurements. This suggests that a steady rate of CBL is achieved during the first 3 years, following adaptation to the biomechanical environment.
CONCLUSION
The technique described in this study induced successful bone formation in the sinus floor by elevating the maxillary sinus membrane and simultaneously inserting dental implants without the use of grafting materials. This study demonstrates the long-term reliability of OSFE with simultaneous implant placement over 10 years. During this follow-up period, all implants fulfilled clinical and radiographic survival criteria. All implants, even those placed in sites with perforated Schneiderian membrane and without apex embedded in bone, showed no sinus pathology. Endo-sinus bone was mainly gained during the first year and reached 3 mm after 10 years; furthermore, the de novo bone that developed beneath the sinus membrane did not shrink over time. CBL was limited; bone levels around implants may reach a steady state at 3 years. In conclusion, OSFE without grafting should be considered for sinus augmentation of 3 mm during surgical planning. Implant rehabilitation of the edentulous atrophied posterior maxilla can be greatly simplified using this technique with implants ≤10 mm in length. This procedure allows the treatment of compromised posterior maxillae with good long-term results.
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